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B”H 

 

Dear Family and Friends שיחיו, 

As tradition, at all joyous events we begin by thanking G-d for granting 

us life, sustaining us, and enabling us to be here together. We are thrilled 

that you are able to share in our simcha. Indeed, Jewish law enjoins the 

entire community to bring joy and elation to the chosson and kallah. 

In honor of the Rebbe and Rebbetzin’s wedding in 1928, the Frierdiker 

Rebbe distributed a special teshurah, memento, to all the celebrants: a 

facsimile of a manuscript letter written by the Alter Rebbe. 

In this tradition, we are honored to present:  

A copy of a letter sent by the Rebbe (dated 20 Shevat) to the grandfather 

of the kallah, Prof. Velvl Greene of blessed memory. 

Copies of telegrams sent to the grandparents of the kallah on the 

Occasion of their wedding, from Rebbetzin Chana and Rebbetzin 

Chaya Mushka of righteous memory. 

Several pictures of Prof. Velvl Greene by the Rebbe. 

A draft of a talk from the Rebbe, transcribed by Prof. Velvl Greene, 

along with edits of the Rebbe. 

A transcript of a talk from the Rebbe, on the lessons of the first moon 

landing, along with edits of the Rebbe. 

A draft of an article written by Prof. Velvl Greene, for Di Yiddishe 

Heim magazine along with the edits of the Rebbe. 

Copies of letters sent by the Friediker Rebbe to the great-grandfather of 

the kallah, Reb Yaakov Lipskier of blessed memory, instructing and 

encouraging him to move to Hightstown, New Jersey. 

We would like to thank Rabbis Chaim Muss and Chezki Lever, for their 

dedication in preparing this memento.  
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We hope that you will enjoy the festivities, become involved in every 

facet of the celebration, and share the happiness and pride we feel on this 

day. May we share many more simchas in the near future! 

And may the merit of bringing joy to the chosson and kallah bring us to 

the greatest joy of all, when we will celebrate the rebuilding of the Beis 

Hamikdosh, speedily in our days. 
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Re  תחי'רחל נעמי  – it will be advisable to visit Pittsburgh before deciding 
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The Rebbe said the following Sicha on Shabbos Parshas Shelach 

5728 (1968). After Shabbos Prof. Greene transcribed the Sicha in 

English (based on R’ Yoel Kahn’s Chazarah). The transcript was 

submitted to the Rebbe, who edited it in his holy hand and was 

later published in the B’or Hatorah Journal vo. II (Summer 1982).1 

 

Below are photocopies of the Rebbe’s edits, followed by the Sicha 

as it was published in B’or Hatorah. For the benefit of the readers, 

we have deciphered and typed up the Rebbe’s handwritten edits. 

Words added by the Rebbe appear in bold and words deleted by 

the Rebbe in strikethrough. Clarification, whenever necessary, is 

provided in brackets.2 

 

it is worth noting that many of the Rebbe's edits to this sicha are 

not final changes (as evident by the question marks accompanying 

many of the edits). 

  

 
1. A peer-reviewed journal on the interrelationship of Judaism, science and 

technology, psychology, the arts, and social issues.  

2. The Rebbe underlines several words in the transcript for the affect of italicization.  
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That the Midrash Talmud reports they said 
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There is a classical Hasidic parable  

/ they were completely isolated from the world of reality hardships 

/ manna from heaven 
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to tend vineyards etc 

 

/ The ultimate aim and fulfillment of Torah is maase (deed), its 

penetration into the real world.  

+ ? application actualisation implementation 

 

/ the Land of Canaan with . . its thirty-one different religions cultures 

 

/ combining the two into a unified whole. [the Rebbe indicates that the 

word “whole” should be replaced, and suggests] Entity ? 

 

/ As a consequence of the M’raglim’s desires [The Rebbe suggests 

substituting “desires” with:] philosophy ? school ? 

 

/ their good theory became illogical [the Rebbe indicates to incorporate 

the word] ultimately ? [or the equivalent, to the sentence] 
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Theory is derived from valid observations and carefully constructed 

experiments [the Rebbe indicates that the word “constructed” should be 

replaced, and suggests] planned ? 

 

/ by newly revealed scientific discoveries 

 

/ insisted on the translation of the theory into practical and verifiable 

deeds 
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in his Mishnah Torah (Deot, ch. 5) that a chochom recognizable not only 

K’shem - just as by his theoretical knowledge, (but also) by his dress 

deeds, his mannerisms, his eating and drinking habits, 

 

/ otherwise the inconsistency will also lead to perversion ? 

 

/ the rebbe crosses out the entire paragraph starting “in this case…” 

 

/ the feet might very well control the head [the Rebbe instructs for the 

word] ultimately [to be added to the sentence]  
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/ But they were unwilling to reduce it to practice; [the Rebbe indicates 

that the word “reduce” should be replaced, and suggests] apply ?  

 

/ and further, they value the theory so highly, they were unwilling to test 

it. 

 

/ the Divine decision to keep all the Israelites wandering in the desert for 

another forty years. 

 

/ Those in his sphere of influence are affected by everything he does and 

says. 

 

/ The M'raglim, being princes of their tribes when they taught the 

Torah, certainly taught it authentically. 
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/ wisdom which Lacks a basis in faith can unfortunately lead to the 

opposite and to tragedy. 

 

/ mitzvos chaloh, among the first commandments given immediately 

after the m’raglim event to the people for fulfillment in the land of 

Israel. 

 

/ before one consumes food, which will become part of that person  [the 

Rebbe instructs for the words] his body [to be added to the sentence]  

 

/ cCreator. 

 

/ he must first acknowledge that a the first portion, the foundation, is 

not his to assimilate, and it is beyond his understanding. 

 

/ Only the wisdom which is “left”,  

 

/ Analogy: Every scientific theory is based on a set of postulate, a set 

of them. [the continuation of this handwritten paragraph (seemingly 

written on the reverse side of the page) has not reached us. The content 

of the Rebbe’s addition can be found in the printed article below]. 
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/ Theories which were not reduced to practice in the material world. [the 

Rebbe indicates that the word “reduced” should be replaced, and suggests] 

applied ? 

 

The mitzva of challah - of “giving”  

 

/ There is a useful very encouraging epilogue the story of the M’raglim, 

 

/ this does not mean he should forever stop learning and teaching. 

 

/ "When you will come to the land of your dwelling that I give you" 
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/ Joshua and Caleb, however, recognized the potential of the land who 

raised these Giants and gigantic crops. 

 

/ the land was very very good 

 

/ thus the raising of the Giants were obviously part of the Divine Scheme, 

 

/ Conquerors who overcome giants, themselves become stronger. 

 

/ when these "giants" are properly used approached and "conquered", the 

end products will be stronger 
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/ But it might be argued 

 

/ would it be difficult today? 

 

/ Their alienation was due to the false authenticity and compromise of 

previous challenges. 

 

/ they will respond without fear because every one of them has a 

Nefesh-h’Elokis, a Divine spark, a Giant. [originally written: because 

they are giants] 

 

/ And when Giants are influenced brought in action they will influence 

the world, and the world be changed. 
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The following Sicha was said after the first man landed on the 

moon. The sicha discusses the various lessons that can be applied 

from this historic event to man’s service of G-d. The Rebbe looked 

over this English transcript, correcting various details and adding 

several points in his holy hand (mostly in Hebrew). 

 

One of the lessons the Rebbe enumerates is the great care which 

was taken to ensure that the astronauts were free of all bacteria 

prior to launch. On the margins of this point the Rebbe instructs: 

“Phone Prof. Greene before publishing and ask him (in my name) 

if he has what to add on this point specifically”. 

 

Although Prof. Greene indeed commented on the above, we are 

unsure as to the exact nature of his input. The above should be 

borne in mind while studying the transcript. 

 

(For the methodology of how the Rebbe’s edits were transcribed in 

this booklet, see the introduction to the previous entry). 
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/ the Lubavitcher Rebbe  שליט"א 

 

 - העתקה חפשית מאידית - /

 

/ Then the astronauts descended exactly the planned instant… 

 

/ It has been explained, according to the doctrine taught by the Baal shem 

tov, that whatever one sees or hears must be applied יש ללמוד מזה בנוגע to the 

service of G-D, and this principle is relevant  ובודאי בנוגע למאורע מפתיע ובלתי רגיל

בהקדמה שמובן ופשוטו .to the astronauts’ journey כלל כמו  it Is by no means any 

sort of challenge to faith… 

 

/ …insofar as a challenge to faith is concerned it must for its contribution 

to G-D's service. [The Rebbe circled the word “for” and wrote:] ? חסר ? 

 

/ “How namifold are your works” [The Rebbe circled the “namifold” and 

wrote:] ? 

 

/ Faith must be cultivated and strengthened. It is possible that 

sometimes faith should could be external, superficial. However true 

faith should penetrate within man… 

 

/ This leads to a fresh strengthened realization of G-d's greatness… 

Contemplating God's Works fulfilling בלשון the verse, "Raise your eyes on 

high,” (Isaiah 40, 26) 
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/ An insight into G-dliness  

 

/ This feat had been regarded as impossible of to achievement for a 

number of reasons, including. . . 

 

/ and other conditions etc. 

 

/ the mind man must advance constantly 

 

/ This contribution is not just in general terms but in particulars [The 

Rebbe circles “particulars” indicating that it should be replaced, and 

suggests] details ? 

 

/ He is subject to thirty-eightnine lashes. [The Rebbe crossed out 5 lines 

dealing with the lack of knowledge of the questioner regarding the 

number of lashes administered to a transgressor] But his demand 

question was .. 39 lashes… 
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/ Possibly once in centuries decades. 

 

/ Man’s actions affect all of the creation… for the entire creation is 

affected… 

 

/ [The Rebbe circled the words] His act is simply base [and wrote:] ? 
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/  …yet he instantly indulges himself, Refusing to desist even for a second 

or two. But he is causing harm to others… 

/ …His successors will not have ? miss some urgent information… 

 

/ A particular action… 
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SICHOS 

 

I 

 

BACTERIA 

 

/ The scientist who planned the capsule went to great lengths to ensure 

that and the capsule וכל מה שבתוכה כולל the astronauts… 

 

/  all the “normal” bacteria…  

 

/ Nonetheless, it was felt that since they were traveling to a place where 

man had never been before 

 -בעת המעוף   capsuleה בתוךכולל התנאים  - התנאים בחלל הם שונים בתכלית מאשר ע”פ האדמה 
האפשרי ואין להתחשב שתעלה  ובתכליתצ"ל זהירות יתרה  -ורק קצתם ידועים ולא כולם וכו' וכו' 

 בטרחא מרובה והוצאות גדולות וכו' וכו' 

 

 עבו capsuleרציתי להוסיף שאפילו ה

  

 לטלפן לפרופ גרין שי' קודם שידפיסו זה ולשאלו )בשמי( היש לו מה להעיר בכ"ז בפרט 

 

 מהיר 

 

/ bacteria that is the can be a source of a Jew’s spiritual illness 
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II 

/ The overcoming of certain problems in the logistics of space flight [The 

Rebbe circled the word “logistics” and wrote:] ? 

 

/ It was realized that a very large amount of matter (fuel) would be 

required… to thrust the capsule into space  

 energy  צ"ל יותר  capsuleגדול יותר וכו' אבל ככל שתגדל כמות ה  containerובמילא צ”ל גם ה 
 להגבי' וכו'. ועוד 

/ would not be a drag on the future consumption of fuel flightשלב של ה 

 

/ Hidden in the evil within him [the Rebbe instructed to insert:]  בגופו
 וחומריותו 

 

/ for there are aspects and everything evil that can and must be used for 

good for instance, 

 

מלמטלמ"ע: מבטיחים לקטן )בשנים, או בהבנה וידיעה( שכר באם יתמיד בלימוד חכ'  שלסדר החינוך 
וערך החכ'  - אזוהנאתו  אזשבערך הבנתו  שנומפחידים אותו בעונש בדברים  שא וכיו"ב  בצעצועיםוכו' 

מתעלית לדברים רוחניים יותר עד  והנאתו אינו שייך לזה כלל. ומזמן לזמן מתעלה בזה וכו' וכו'.  מצ"ע
 שבא לתכלית "לשמה"

 

 The…: בסגנון אחר במלות

 

the desire, physical pleasure and egotistical aggrandizement can be 

sublimated and transformed into the desire to study Torah and perform 

Mitzvos or, the desire to help others. however, once the power of the evil 

animal soul has been used for good, the “unusable” aspect of the person 

- the bad traits, selfish motivations, etc. - must be jettisoned… 
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The following article was written by Prof. Greene for Di Yiddishe 

Heim Magazine. Before publication, the article was submitted to 

the Rebbe who reviewed and edited it.  

 

Below are photocopies of the Rebbe’s edits, followed by the article 

as it was published in Di Yiddishe Heim. For the benefit of the 

readers, we have deciphered and typed up the Rebbe’s handwritten 

edits. Words added by the Rebbe appear in bold and words deleted 

by the Rebbe in strikethrough. Clarification, whenever necessary, 

is provided in brackets.3  

  

 
3. The Rebbe underlines several words in the transcript for the affect of italicization.  
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Several years ago, commentary one of the influential Anglo-
Jewish magazines published 
 
 

 

 
Though his soul might be experiencing an aliyah (elevation) 
 
 

 

 
a group of Jewish Doctors (who still don’t carrymust be provided 
by the organizer with a yarmulkes with them) 
 
 

 

 
10. the sting of the Akrov (scorpion), 
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The following five letters were sent by the Rebbe Rayatz to R’ Yankel 

Lipsker OBM. These letters were written in connection to the Rebbe 

Rayatz’s instructions to the Yankel to purchase a farm in Hightstown, N.J., 

and to be active in spreading Yiddishkeit in the area.  
 

By Divine Providence, during the time that Rabbi Lipskier was sent to 

Highstown to create and cultivate a Jewish community, he became 

acquainted with the grandparents of the Kallah, Mr. Sam OBM &  Mrs. 

Beverly שתחי’ Geller who lived in Hightstown as well. 
 

Below is a short account of the events surrounding these letters.4 

 

Around Kislev time 5709/1948, about a year after the Lipskiers 

arrived in the United States, Yankel went into Yechidus with the 

Rebbe Rayatz. One subject on the top of R’ Yankel’s mind was how 

he would find a livelihood in this new country. 

 
At this time, some Jews (with the help of the UJA) were looking 

into the potential of farming, as it was a profession that made it 

easy to keep Shabbos. Machne Israel even had a subdivision 

focused on helping Jews uphold the sanctity of Shabbos and would 

help by loaning them money to purchase farms.  

 

Yankel was unaware of all this, so when the Rebbe Rayatz 

suggested he buy a farm, he was quite taken aback for a moment. 

He immediately had a few questions: “Where do I buy a farm? 

 
4. Published in the Bar Mitzvah Teshurah of Yankel Schmukler - 2 Iyar 5781 

(Chapter four), written by Menchuk Schmukler. 
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Where will I get money for such a thing? What will I do about my 

children’s education?” 

 

“In the Morgen Journal they have advertisements for such things” 

was the Rebbe Rayatz’s reply, “go buy a newspaper and bring it 

here” 

 

Dashing out of 770, Yankel ran to a confectionery store near the 

corner and bought the above-mentioned paper. Returning to the 

Yechidus room, he set the newspaper on the desk and after briefly 

scanning the ads pointed to one; a chicken farm. “The offices here 

will lend you $1,000 [worth over $10,000 today] for the down 

payment,” said the Rebbe Rayatz. “About your children: 

Shabbosim they can spend at home, but during the week, you can 

rent an apartment for the girls and they should continue learning 

where they did until now. The boys can learn and dorm in Tomchei 

Temimim.” 

 

And so it came to be, the farm was purchased and preparations 

were underway as they packed their bags yet again for another 

major change in their lives. 

 

The farm was located in Hightstown, N.J., 60 miles southwest of 

Brooklyn. At first, the farm seemed like it would be a nice place. 

They even had a cow that Taibel would use to make various dairy 

products such as milk, cheese, and butter. However, the family 

was in dire straits financially because of the drought in the 

summer of 1949. The drought affected the laying capabilities of 
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the chickens, causing most of them to die. 

 

Yankel returned to the Rebbe Rayatz, asking if perhaps he could 

move to Crown Heights as he clearly didn’t know what he was 

doing as a farmer. “I didn’t send you there to be a farmer,” said the 

Rebbe Rayatz, “many others can be farmers. I sent you there to 

make Frum Yidden”. And so he did. With a new sense of purpose, 

Yankel returned to the farm. 

 

Their neighbors were mostly coarse non-Jewish farmers. Nearby 

in Roosevelt though, nearly everybody – mostly fellow immigrants 

from Europe – was Jewish, but perhaps only a handful were 

religious. The nearest Shul was two miles away from their house 

and only had a Minyan on Shabbos morning. Yankel did his best 

to kindle the latent spark of Judaism within them. Just seeing a 

Jewish farmer walking to Shul each Shabbos in his Chassidic garb 

made a strong impression on them – some bringing their 

Neshamas out of the cobwebs to join him as well. 

 

Slowly over his years there, the sleepy Shul became alive with 

classes in Tanya, Ein Yaakov and Shulchan Aruch. Yankel became 

close friends with these lost souls. On Simchas Torah, he would 

dance enthusiastically with each of them. Every Yom Tov his 

entire family would walk over to the Shul for Davening. Now there 

was a Minyan Friday night and Shabbos afternoon as well, and 

even a small learning session between Mincha and Maariv. 

 

All this was out of selfless devotion to the Rebbe. While attending 
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the Yud Beis Tammuz Farbrengen in 5709/1949 – a short time 

after their arrival on the farm – the Rebbe Rayatz asked if he 

started any Shiurim there yet, to which he replied in the negative 

but they would be starting soon. After the Farbrengen the Rebbe 

came over to Yankel quizzically.  

 

“Why didn’t you tell my father-in-law that the Shiur already 

started?” 

 

Yankel was confused, “Why would I tell the Rebbe [Rayatz] 

something untrue?” 

 

“To give him Nachas you could’ve said that you already started the 

Shiur” was the reply. 

 

Sometimes a Shochet would come to them, such as Rabbis 

Scharfstein and Kalmanson. A bright spot in the monotony of 

loneliness and poverty that was their lot was when the Rebbe 

Rayatz would dispatch groups of rabbinical students to the area. 

Sleeping on the Shul’s hard benches, the young men would travel 

from farm to farm every day for several weeks, selling Seforim for 

nominal fees, encouraging the farmers to increase in their 

Yiddishkeit, and reminding them that there was a Jew in Brooklyn 

who cared for them deeply.5 

 

 
5. For more on the time the Lipskiers family spent in Hightstown, see the 

continuation of this chapter in the above-mentioned Teshurah. 
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Follow up letter from the Rebbe Rayatz 

shortly after Yankel’s Yechidus 
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Rebbe Rayatz’s response to a letter from Yankel 

detailing the travel plans to the farm 
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Letter from the Rebbe Rayatz shortly after the Lipskiers 

arrival asking how they are settling in 
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Letter from the Rebbe Rayatz to Yankel 

intended to be given over to the Jewish community there 
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The Rebbe Rayat’s response to a letter from Yankel  

detailing his financial troubles 
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